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Committee
interviews
consultant

WORK BECOMES PLAY

toward future

By JENNY WOHLLEB

(through computers)," he said.
"It will provide students the
Editor-In-Chief
Murray State's campus may capability to communicate
soon join the rest of the com- with professors and faculty."
Fitzgibbon said the Wall
puterized world if the proposed
campus networking system is Street Journal estimated there
were 20 million users of
approved by the state.
-what we are planning is a Internet worldwide.
Fitzgibbon also said students
. campus wide networking system that will link faculty, stu- will be able to access the data
dents and administration units bases of Murray State's
together for access to data libraries and the libraries of
bases either on or off campus," other schools from their rooms.
The campus had a problem
John Fitzgibbon, director of
administrative services and in that "we don't have cominformation resources, said.
plete interconnectivity for data
Fitzgibbon said the campus, connections and other forms of
which will be getting Internet technology," he said.
Don Kassing, vice president
this winter, wi.ll be able to
communicate simultaneously of university relations and
with another data base. He administrative services, said
described it as a spider's web the campus network system
connecting a tremendous num- will bring the "technology
ber of users in the public and highways" President Bill
Clinton talked about to the
private sectors.
"Right now it is like sending
letters, but eventually it will
Please see NETWORK
be like talking on the phone
Page 16
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By JENNY WOHLLEB

Along with COJUiidering the
wants and needs constituencies have for a new president
the search committee is considering hiring on outside consultiDg firm to help narrow
the field of caJ\didates for the
position.
The committee met Tuesday
night with the second consulting firm that is up for consideration.
The firm, Korn/Ferry
International, was represented
by R William Funk and John
H. Knbnle, managing vice
presidents of education practice.
Funk and Kuhnle opened
the meeting by telling the committee about Korn/Ferry
Intemational.
Funk said their company
was the first major executive
search firm to specialize in
higher education.
Kom/Ferry has been the consulting firm for such schools as
Moorehead, East Tennessee
and Stephen F. Austin, when
they were searching for a president. They have also worked
for severallandgrant institutions including the University
of Arkansas.
Funk said the committee
ahould utilize their aervices so
the best possible candidates
will consider Murray.
"' think a number of people
could be attracted here," he
said. -rhe best candidates
aren't going to chase you,
you'll have to go after them.
The strongest candidates
aren't going to line up and
apply.•
Kuhnle said their job is to be
a partner with.the Board and
be the Board's expert staff.
"We'll bring in strong dive~se
people and then you will make
the selection," he said.

• Ph DID By ANGELA ICHOl U

Art students, Preston Boyd, left, sophomore from Chicago, and Heather Preston, freshman
from Flaherty, Ky., did their work outside of Ordway Hall. Murray has been in the midst of an
Indian Summer this past week.

Committee meets final groups

By JENNY WOHLLEB

By JENNY WOHLLEB

Edltor-ln-Ohlef

Edtof-ln-Chlef

Phota by MEUISA FARNUM

.

Two different types of paper recycling bins can be found
around campus, giving evidence to Increasing concern about
the environment.

University thinks globally
By ALLISON MILLIKAN

ties management said two projects will help the University
Just when Murray State meet the mandate: the initiaUniversity students figured tion of mixed paper recycling
out what types of paper can be and the development of a camput in the blue recycling recep- pus recycling center.
tacles, more colorful containers
have arrived on campus in an
He said MSU has extended
effort
to
reduce
the its recycling process and initiUniversity's landfill materials.
ated the use of new red conEd West, director of depart- tainers to collect mixed paper,
ment of facilities management, any paper other than magasaid Senate Bill 2 of the 1991 zines, newspapers and high
Kentucky General Assembly quality office paper. Also
mandates all state-run agen- acceptable in the red containcies to reduce landfill materiers are cardboard, envelopes
als by 25 percent.
Wayne Harper, Chairman of
MSU's recycling committee,
Please see RECYCLING
said the department of facilipage 16
Assistant News Editor

Staff Congress add·s ·
thoughts to wish list

Leaders
concerned
over future
The presidential selection
committee met with the final
group of constituents, consisting of approximately 20 regionalleaders and the general public, Tuesday night.
Roger Perry, vice president
of the Murray State University
Alumni Association, spoke on
behalf of the members of that
organization.
Perry said the president
should be receptive, open and
accessible. He said the individual should be a "person who
can be seen as the doorway to
the University."
Perry said the search for a
new president should not be
conducted on a national level
only.
"We hope in searching for
someone nationally, we don't
forget that we have some talented folks here," he said. «we
think there are some good folks
from Murray who shouldn't be
overlooked because they are
from around here."
Perry said the individual
should be someone connected
with Murray State so be could
make an informed decision on
matters such as budget cuts.
He said someone not familiar
with the University might look
at those decisions in terms of
numbers only.
Perry said the Alumni

of approximately 2'() people
from the Staff Congress
Tuesday night to bear their
eriteria for a new president.
Johnny McDougal , director
of student financia.l aid,
started the c:ti.sCussion ~g
the new president should
. have extensive· exp~rience
:working in a university set...
t4tg. He said the inQ.ividual
should understand the mission, the service and the pro~s of Murray State.
"He should be able ·to possess a working relationship
with all levels of people at
the University," McDougal
Association had two concerns;
the changing make-up of the
student body and the quality of
classroom instruction.
He said the president needs
to be concerned with the growing number of non-traditional
students and the special needs
they have.
"The life blood of the
University is the student
body/' Perry said.
He also said the emphasis on
the quality of classroom education is not the same as it has
been in the past.
"The returning students
expect to get their money's
worth;" he said.
Jim "Tiger" Barkett, an
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He .also said.the next preai· .

'l'be presidential selection dent should take the initia..
, oomulittee inet with ':a ~P tive to change .state legisla·

ti-A_C_LO_SE_R_LO_O_K___,
...sustain a commitment to academic excellence.
...emphasize its p~mary commitment stUdentS.
... nuture acaderrlic:freedom in order to promot~ th~ dlssemlnatlon;

said.

With the passage of last year's cable reregulation, local network affiliates are now able to
be compensated by cable companies for the
use of their programming.
As the Oct. 5 deadline for agreements
approaches, cable systems across America
are scrambling to convince the affiliates to let
things remain status quo.
In this issue, The Mu"ay State News takes
a look at the issue locally.
Story on page 5

~ so ~ mem.her· of the stafl'

can be a member of tbe

Board of Regents. Both the
faculty and students have a
representative on the Board.
Debbie Wagoner, a payroll
accountant in the office of
accounting and fuiance, said
, the University needs some·
one who i& well mannered, an
effective communicator and
personable.
•1 think we have the people
to run Munay State day to
day," she said. "'He or she

Please see STAFF
Pag&16

Jim "Tiger" Barkett, an
Alumnus from Paducah, told
the committee what they
shouldn't do.
He said the Board should
keep the search regional and
not utilize an outside consulting finn.
"I think Murray State for the
past two years has been the
laughing stock because it can't
keep a president," he said.
"Enrollment at this school
should be at least 10,000, but
it's not."
Jim Frank, a retired faculty
member, commended the
Board on the composition of

Kuhnle said the search process lasts on average about six
months.
He said the committee would
have to move fast once the
screening process of the candidates begins.
"Time kills the field (of candidates)," he said. "Once you
get their interest, you have to
move quickly. You need a fast
start to avoid competition from
other universities."
Sid Easley, chairman of the
search committee, said they
will probably interview two or
three more firms before they
make any decisions.
He eaid the committee has
not decided yet if they will
even use a consulting firm, but
he did say they "were leaning
strongly towards using a consultant."
He said the committee would

Please see LEADERS

Please see SEARCH
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Horseless rodeo

Index

The West Kentucky Exposition
Center will host a rodeo Sept. 25, but
this rodeo will not include any horses,
bulls or other things generally asociated with the sport. Participants will
be riding bicycles, as the Calloway
County 4-H Council sponsors its
annual Bicycle Rodeo.
Registration begins at 9 a.m. the
morning of the event and is open to
participants of all ages. Participants
must have their own bike and a registration fee of 25 cents.
For more information , call the
Calloway County 4-H at 753-1452.
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BULLETIN BOARD
water provoked the use ofDursban to kill mosquitoes. Owen said
the team sampled water, sediment and extractions in the process
of their research.
Analysis of water samples has been completed, but Owen said
the group will continue to analyze sediment and fish until midOctober.
The $35,000 funding from TVA was used for wages, equipment, chemicals, solvents and the replacement and repair of the
major instrument involved in the research, a mass spectrometer,
Owen said.

Boundary location
Andrew Kellie, associate professor of industrial and engineering technology at Murray State University, will conduct a workshop titled "Advanced Boundary Location" for Murray State's
College of Industry and Technology and the MSU Center for
Continuing Education and Academic Outreach.
The workshop, which provides eight professional development
credit hours, is for professional engineers and land surveyors.
The workshop will be presented at MSU's Curd Auditorium in
~e Collins Center for Industry and Technology from 8 a.m. to 5
p.Ifi., Sept. 24 and again at the Holiday Inn at Elizabethtown
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m, Oct. 8.
The program will cover acquiescence and acceptance, monument in the retracement. easements expectations concerning
surveyor competence, complication problems on location and resolution and avoidance of problems in erroneous locations.
Registration is $135 and includes lunch and break refreshments. To register for either of the workshop sites, send a check
payable to Murray State University, to John B. Griffin, Center
for Continuing Education, 207 Collins Center, Murray State
University, 1 Murray Street, Murray, Ky., 42071.
For more information, call (502) 762-2160.

Doris Clark., Murray State University's coordinator of AfricanAmerican Student Recruitment and Retention, was recently
named to the Minority Leadership Focus 2000, a leadership
development program sponsored by the Western Kentucky
Economic Development Corporation and Tennessee Valley
Authority.
Clark and other members will attend nine monthly workshops
and work on a community development project as part of their
membership to Focus 2000. Participants will also attend a twoday kickoff retreat, Sept. 24-25 at Kenlake State Park.
Murray State University Board of Regent Arlivia Gamble of
Hopkinsville will speak at 7 p.m., Sept. 24 at the Focus 2000 dinner at Kenlake. Gamble, a 1973 graduate of Kentucky State
University, received the Focus 2000 Annual Leadership Award
in 1992. Gamble received her masters degree at Austin Peay
State University in 1979.

Research grant

Tutoring Lab fall schedule

Murray State University's chemistry department was awarded
a $35,000 research grant by the Tennessee Valley Authority
(TVA) earlier this year to study the consequences Dursban ~
ticide
may have on fish, water and plantlife.
When Kentucky and Barkley Lakes regulated water flow during the Mid-western flood, water backed up into areas not normally underwater.
Dr. David Owen, associate professor of chemistry at Murray
State, said still, shallow water creates an ideal breeding ground
for mosquitoes. And because of the increased number of
mosquitoes, Dursban insecticide was used in certain areas to kill
the pests.
Owen and students Monte Russell, Greg Fisher and Jose
Chaverri took water samples from areas of the lake with moderate usage like Blood River and Turkey Bay where unusually high

The Learning Center is now open for tutoring in.selected subjects. Call 762-2666 for more information.
Open Math Lab - math 250 and under: Monday, 2:30 - 5:30
p.m.; Tuesday, 2:30- 6:30p.m.; Wednesday, 2:30- 5:30 p.m.;
Thursday, 2:30 - 6:30 p.m.
Open Reading/Study Skills Lab: Monday, 11:30 a.m. - 12:30
p.m.; Tuesday, 9 - 11 a.m.; Wednesday, 11:30 a.m . - 12:30 p.m.
Biology/Chemistry- Che 105/106/199; Bio 1211122/199:
Monday, 3:30- 5:30p.m.; Wednesday, 3:30- 6:30p.m.; Thursday,
2-4p.m.
IDC Lab: Monday, 2- 4 p.m. ; Tuesday, 3:30- 5:30p.m.,
Wednesday, 2 - 4 p.m.; Thursday, 3:30- 5:30 p.m.
Open Writing Lab: Monday, 3 - 5 p.m., 6 - 9 p.m .; Tuesday, 1 4 p.m.; Wednesday, 3- 5 p.m.; Thursday, 12- 3 p.m.; Friday, 8:30
-9:30a.m.

Friday, Sept. 24
• Exhibition - Baccalaureate Exhibition by Edie Eberhardt. Eagle
Gallery, upper level. Sept. 24 - Oct. 3.

Saturday, Sept. 25

Leadership Focus 2000

• Yard sale - Fall version of ?West Kentuck's largest City-wide
Yard sale, from 7 a .m.- 3 p.m. More than 50 yard sale areas
throughout the city as well as on the court square in downtown
Murray. Sponsored by Freedom Fest '93. Call (502)-753·5171
for more information.
• International Ball - 7 p.m. at the Hong Kong Restaurant.
• Rifle - KentuckyfTennessee-Martin at Stewart Stadium.

Sunday, Sept. 26
• Exhibition - Works from the permanent collection of the
Ornamental Metals Museum of Memphis, Tenn. Collection
includes jewelry and sculpture. Eagle Gallery, main floor. Sept.
26 - Oct. 30.

Monday, Sept. 27
• Last Day- Last day to drop a first half-semester course.
Students will receive a grade of ''W" (no penalty).
~
• Last Day - Last day to change any first half-semester course
from Credit to Audit. Drop/Add card must have full signatures of
student's adviser and course instructor.

Tuesday, Sept. 28
• Movie- "Hoffa," 9:30p.m. at Curris Center Theater.
• Festival- First District Choral Festival, Curris Center.
~ednesday,Sept.29

• Lecture- ·sexual Choices: Information to Help You Choose
Wisely," 4 - 5:30 p.m. at Richmond Hall.
• Movie- "Hoffa," 7 and 9:30p.m. at the Curris Center Theater.

Thursday, Sept. 30
• Meeting - A.A./N.A. ''University Group," Alcohol and Narcotics
Abuse Support Organization meets every Thursday at 6:30 p.m.
in the Curris Center Ohio Room.
• Movie- "Wise Blood" 7:30p.m. at the Curris Center Theater.,
• Awareness Day- Disabiliiity Awareness Day, sponsored by
Alpha Phi Omega National Service Fraternity.
• Concert- Carrot Top Concert, 7:30p.m. at Lovett Auditorium.

Come in and try our Burger of
the Month:
The Double
Homestyle
Burger

:;;
......
...
·~·

:;e

t ll'.

107 N. 12th St.

Monday- Friday
Saturday

The

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

9 a.m.- Noon

Remember to try our weekend all-you-can-eat
breakfast buffet every Saturday and Sunday from
7-11 a.m.
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Congratulations to our new
initiates:
Tonya Basinger
Sherri Giffin
Gina Higgins
Kimberly Lamb
Lorie Leeper

Tammi Mallory
Tisa McCay
Al1y Routt
Belen Stilwel1
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...

Job Well Done!
Love,

The Sisters of Theta Chi Delta
f
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Black students find niche
By KELLY MENSER

:. Qnity Day~ atttacts·many

News Edtor

Imagine walking into a
classroom full of 25 little green
people and realizing you are
not only the minority, but also
are completely alone in your
ethnic background.
For a black student at
Murray State University, a
similar situation is· not so farfetched.
To help ease the potential
discomfort that results from
being surrounded by an
"opposing" majority population
of nearly 92 percent, groups
such as the Black Student
Council have formed.
The council has been around
for several years, though under
various names. Most recently,
it was changed last year from
Minority Advisory Council to
its current name.
Alacia Bigham , irregular
pre-medical s t udent from
McLemoresville, Tenn., is
president of the council this
year. She said the basic
premise of the council is to
help black students fit in at
Murray State.
"The purpose of the group is
cultural, social and educational

'

By KELLY MENSER
News Edtl)f

S&turday's Unity Day displayed just the kind of attitude
Alacia Bigham likes to see: positivity.
Held on the intramural fields..the day was sponsored by
the MSU Black. Student Coun cil, of which Bigham is

president. '
' '
TJ:l~, first..time·event was filled with speeches ftom officer$
in t.M·local.NAACP chapter snd area educatore, ve.rio'Us
8~ aetivitiee and lots Of~~.: *
Bigham said the large student turnout for Unity Day was
very encouraging to counclllneinbere.
She said abe also app~ an appearance by President
and Mrs. Ronald J . Kurth, who took time from Scottish
HeritNe Festival activities to attend.
*ThOlle efforts say, 'Hey, ·~ bow you're here and we
appreciate the things that are.'~que aboUt you)"' Bigham

said, . :, .

:·

'· Bigham~ $aid'·th'e council :hop~t to a dvance· unity
throughout the year.
.,. N' ~::r · · '·'
·
, "Oli~ of the thinge I'm trying txJ get across to eveeybodynot just students - ia that ~ cannot be narrow-minded
and you cannot be cloeed·mindecl."

development, and to serve as a
voice for black students on
campus," she said. "If those
students don't start identifying
with anybody, you sort of get
lost in the crowd."
Among the group's primary

increased attempts to welcome
a diversity of students.
"Student Affairs is out there
and they're really working
hard to make everybody
comfortable," she said. "' think
that atmosphere starts at the
top."
An addition this year to the
council is a seven-member
advisory board of faculty and
staff. Bigham said the board
will work with the council and
the Office for AfricanAmerican Retention and
Ethnic Studies.

"NewsMakers" airs live.
every Monday at 6 p.m. and
reruns at 9:30 p.m. The halfhour show focuses on a
different issue effecting the
lives of Murray/Mayfield
residents.
Kristy Haffner, junior
broadcast journalism major
from Bardstown, hosts the
show. On September 20,
Haffner discussed disaster
awareness with two guests.
Viewers received both safety
tips
and
emergency
procedures for disasters
such
as
fires
and
earthquakes.
President Ronald J. Kurth
is Haffner's guest speaker
for September 27. Other
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Alignments

Brakes

Murray State University's
television
station, MSU TV-11, is on
the air again thia fall,
providing students with the
lat est in issues, news ,
weather and entertainment.
The schedule is essentially
the same as last year.
studen~operated

:vsuBe&I£1i:se:races=

Shocks

planned programs include a
look at AIDS and its impact
on the MSU campus, and
an economist speaking on
the current economic
situation
and
the
preservation of investments.
Thursdays at 6 and 9:30
p.m., viewers see both
campus
a nd
Murray/Mayfield news,
sports,
weather,
entertainment and a feature
interview on "'nfoWeekly...
John Dillon, executive
producer of both shows, said
he hopes participating
students will gain enough
real world experience to get
a job by l earning how to
process information and
present it to the mau
audience.
These two shows may be
viewed Sunday through
T h ursday between 6 p.m.
and approximately 10 p.m.
During the remainder of the
day, MSU TV-11 runs a nonprofit news bulletin. •
Background music • is
provided by WSRR, studentrun radio.

Reporter

Also, Bigham said SGA
president Brian Van Horn met
with those who attended the
last council meeting to discuss
opportunities for involvement
in student government, one of
the areas she said she hopes
will become more attractive to
black students.

-------- ~A&&A

Struts

By KATRINA CROLEY

The Black Student Council
meets at 4:45 in the Barkley
goals is promoting unity Room of the Curris Center on
among blacks on campus. the second and fourth
Bigham said last week's Unity Thursday of each month.
Day was an effort to do ju~Jt Meetings are open to all, but
only members who pay dues of
that.
Bigham said the Office of $15 annually or $8 .50 per
Student Affairs has made semester can vote on issues.

PITTMAN WHEEL
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Tires
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Greediness root of
regulation dilemma
"Can't we all just get along?"
There has been enough conflict among money- ,
hungry mongers. We have had to endure the cola
wars and it seems as though the phone company
wars Will never end, but enough is enough. We
should not have to put up with the cable wars as
well.
With the reregulation of cable television, local
affiliates like KBSI and WPSD now have the
option of charging cable systems for transmitting
their programming. In tum, the cable systems
have the option to drop local stations from their
lineups like hot potatoes.
At first glance, it may sound as though the best
choice for WPSD would be to receive payment for
their services or else risk losing money. However,
this is not true. If they agree, like so many other
local stations have done, to continue to be picked
up for free, they would not lose anything. Some
are not agreeing to this. Stations such as WPSD
are being stingy and demanding that the cable
systems pay to pick them up.
This stinginess on the part of the local affiliates
is insane. If they continued to be carried for free,
they could reap the benefits of having a wider
viewing area, thus a bigger market and the ability
to charge more for advertising. This would be
more worth their while than the nominal fee they
would be paid by the cable systems.
What really stinks is the viewers will not have
as much to choose from in terms of channels
offered from the cable companies if the local
affiliates do not agree to continue with the status
quo. If the affiliates get their way. hi~her cabl~
costs will be passed on to the subscriber to cover
the cost of the cable system's new fees.
Our plea is that the local affiliates make some
sort of compromise and keep their viewers in
mind so that we do not all have to just throw our
cable boxes out the window.

Our sense of values sucks
First, we had Garfield, an obnoxious, fat cat. We
loved him. Then we had Bart Simpson, a rude,
punk kid. We·loved him too. Then came Ren and
Stimpy, two revolting creatures. We loved them
also. Enter Beavis and Butt-bead, worthless
excuses for human beings who have all of the
"endearing" qualities of their predecessors. It's a
sad statement about our cu.lture,we'll admit, but
we love them most.
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Senior pays
now for cold
check written
as freshman

'Minority' offends Black
Student Council president
Dear Editor:
that he or she needs to show future presidents.
I am writing in response to that in a way in which all
It will be difficult, if not
the lead story in last week's these populations feel a part of impossible, to find a president
paper: "Committee meets with the University community.
with a true commitment to
students, deans." The article
I also stated that the tone for diversity when the University
states that "Alicia Bigham, this type of environment is set does
not
show
this
president of the Black Student from the top. Thus, the commitment itself. Although
Council, said that the committee in their search must the "majority" in this region
pre$ident needs to be look for an individual with a consists of white Americans,
interested in minority groups." prior record that shows a true· all students are dealt a
As president of the council, I commitment to diversity and disservice if, because we are a
am
offended
by
the multiculturalism via their "regional" university, we teach
paraphrasing of my words to publications, quotations and "regional thinking." The
include the word "minority"- a their record at
prior university has an obligation to
word I never use in relation to institutions.
attempt to ensure that all
people of color who are by far a
In as much as Murray State students leave here more
vast majority of the world's claims to be interested in broad-minded than they were
population. I said that the multiculturaleim and diversity, upon their hrival at Murray
president needs to show an it troubles me to see a total State University.
appreciation and interest in lack of diversity on this search
Sincerely,
the many subcultures and committee. The message in
Alacia Bigham
ethnic groups present in the that is clear to me and will
President
University community and probably be clear to potential
Black. Student Council

-

Student remembers Kurth's
predecessor, questions trend
Dear Editor:
While I have never addressed an issue in the
form of a "letter to the editor," I feel it is
imperative to give my opinion as a Murray
State student concerning the Board of Regents'
recent decision to not renew President Kurth's
contract.
When I first became interested in Murray
State, this University was under the leadership
of Dr. Kayla Stroup. By the time I reached
Murray, as a transfer student from Southeast
Missouri State university, Dr. Stroup had been
ousted from her position by the Murray State
Board of Regents.
Subsequently, she took the position as
President of Southeast Missouri State and was
quite well received by both students and faculty.
Upon inquiring why she was pushed out of her
job here, I was told that she didn't work well
with local officials.
Now, Kurth has been ousted from his
position. The Board of Regents voted 7-3 against
the contract renewal. Then, in the same
meeting, those who voted against him appointed
themselves to head a search committee to find a
new president. That's quite convenient.
The only explanation they've offered for the
firing is that Kurth didn't work well with
local citizens.

Does anyone notice any recurring themes
here?
It is my opinion that the student body and the
faculty both deserve more of an explanation
than that. Board of Regent member Welle
Lovett explained that the committee would be
looking for someone "who is faculty and student
oriented." Unfortunately, they just lost someone
of that exact description.
Dr. Kurth brought many things to this
University, some of which include: international
programs and experiences, fundraising abilities
and positive administration-student relations.
It is time that we look beyond local
individua.ls to make contributions to Murray
State University.
Possibly the only way to prevent further
instability in Murray State is to look at the
concept of a superboard to serve the University
at the state level instead of utilizing a local
Board of Regents.
Perhaps then the influence would not be
merely local politics, but what is good for a state
supported regional university.
Sincerely,
Amy M. Lindsey
Junior
Criminal .Justice

The red tape at Murray
State will never ceaae to
amue me. Just when I
thought I had been through it
all, I find myself in another
predicament that MSU will
not let me out of.
The other day I stopPfd at
the bookstore to pick ups.
couple of items and wrote a
check for them, like I normally
do. Por the record, I am a
graduating senior and have
been writing checks at the
bookatore for four years. Nowthey tell me they will not
accept my check because I am
on the bad check list. (What I
found really strange about this
was 1had just written a check
_ there for all my books just
three weeks ago which totaled
about $150 more than this
little $5.00 one). Anyway, the
ladies at the bookstore told me
I had to go to Sparks Hall to
strailhten out this meBS.
I got to Sparks Hall and "the
lady that normally handles
these things" was out. The
person I talked to proceeded to
tell me that if a student has
two bad checks on record with
the university, he or she is DOt
allowed to \188 chac:b any
4:. • ....0.1..~~r.

••

Here is my problem: I
bounced two checks my
freshman year which I am now
paying for three years later.
Now, I can admit that I do
not have a perfect record with
my checkbook. How many
people do?
Yet, since my two bounced.
checks, I have switched banks,
(I have been at my current
bank for two years with
absolutely no bounced checks),
I own four credit cards (of
which I have never missed a
payment) and I have
successf.illy paid every phone,
cable, utility and electricity
bill that has come my way. On
the whole, I think my credit is
good.
'
I do understand that Murray
State has to protect itself in
some way from those with less
than worthy credit. What I
don't understand is why a
student cannot be given a
chance to redeem their
•creditworthineBS," especially
after three years and five
tuition payments. I also do not
understand why it has taken
me three yearR to figure out my
name was on the bad check:
list.
Unfortunately, the
university will not listen.
Because of two mistakes I
made my freshman year, I will
never write a check to MSU
again. I hope they realize that
will apply to my Alumna
status as well.
The Murray State New.
wekomealetten to the editor aud
commentariea. Tbe deedJine itt
submission is 4 p.m. on the
Monday prior to Friday's paper.
Submissions are publiabed as
space allows. Tlu New~ reeerves
the right to edit them to conform
with style and special
consideration&. All text should be
typed and double-ep&ced. Le~
should not run mote than 3tJQ
words. AllletteTs most be signed
and include the writer's address,
classification or title and phone·'
number for verification. Lettert
signed by more than one person
may be printed at the stall's
discretion:. All letters printed will
be on file at T1u News office for
public inspection.
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Stay Tuned
Can cable, affiliates reach compromibe before Oct. 5 deadline?
-----~·
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"Commercial stations (must), by Oct. 5, 1993, and every three
years thereafter, choose between the right to negotiate with
cable operators for consent to retransmit their broadcast
signals and the right to force cable operators to carry their
signals for free."
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• Senate Bill12, as summarized by the
Congressional Quarterly Weekly
''We simply feel that, because cable companies have for years
been paying a fee to the cable networks, who are in effect our
competitors, that we have the right to be treated similarly."

·Richard Paxton
Statio,n manager, WPSD Paducah
"We do not feel that it's fair for us to pay for (WPSD's signal)
when you can get it free (with an antenna)."

-Burnette Ferguson
General manager, Murray Cablevision
"If we go off cable systems, people will canceL I can assure you
from the research we've seen, there's a lot more at stake for the
cable companies."

-Paxton
"I guess people will have to read the newspaper and listen to
the radio for their local news."

-Ferguson

New legislation reregulates cable,
could greatly alter available service
By E.L. GOLD
Staff Writer

Murray Cablevision has not yet
reached retransmission agreements
with four of the eight broadcast stations
now in the cable lineup.
If agreements are not reached by the
Oct. 5 Federal Communications
Commission deadline,
Murray
Cablevision will be forced to remove
them from its cable system.
Burnette Ferguson, general manager
of Murray Cablevision, said that the
cable system is still negotiating with
WKRN (ABC Nashville, cable channel
2), WPSD (NBC Paducah, cable channel 6), KBSI (FOX Cape Girardeau,
cable channel10) and KFVS (CBS Cape
Girardeau, cable channel 12) for
retransmission consent.
Ferguson said that Murray
Cablevision has reached agreements
with other ABC, NBC and CBS affiliates. However, she said that Murray
Cablevision is not negotiating with any
other FOX station.
"I think we're going to work something out with KBSI," Ferguson said.
"They're owned and operated some·
where else, so their home office and my
home office are negotiating.
Murray Cablevision is owned by
Time-Warner Cable.
Ferguson is not as optimistic about
WPSD.
"We don't really know at this time
about WPSD," she said. "'We do have an
agreement to carry NBC out of
Nashville, so we will have another NBC
affiliate."
WPSD has been one of this area's
more vocal broadcast stations in the
cable versus broadcast debates sparked
by the 1992 Cable Act. It has aired
numerous public relations spots to
explain its decision to demand payment

for the retransmist:uon of its signal by
cable systems.
Richard Paxton, station manager of
WPSD, said the station has chosen to
negotiate for payment from most major
cable systems "simply as a result of the
fairness issue."
"'We simply feel that, because cable
companies have for years been paying a
fee to the cable networks, who are in
effect our competitors, that we have the
right to be treated similarly," Paxton
said.
Paxton said WPSD has proposed a
deal requiring cable systems to pay 25
cents per month per subscriber.
However, Ferguson also cites fairness
as the cable system's reason for refusing to pay broadcast stations for their
signals.
"'We do not feel that it's fair for us to
pay for it when you can get it free (with
an antenna)," she said.
However, both. Paxton and F:erguson
indicated that there may be a more
material motive for the dispute.
"The deals we've been negotiating
will not result in a higher fee for cable
customers," Paxton said. "That payment cannot be passed through. It
would have to come out the cable company's profit margin. That's why you're
seeing so much reluctance on the part
of the cable companies to come up with.
anything. They know it will come out
of their bottom line."

Consumers may pay
Ferguson said that the law restricts
cable companies from passing on only
the initial cost of retrans-mission fees.
Future increases may be passed on to
cable subscribers.
"That initial cost, you can't pass on/'

Lynch those who.
created this mess
Since I am what college
administrators now like to call
euphemistically a "nontraditional student: I am old
enough to remember well what
cable television was like before
it was deregulated under the
administration of that great
paradigm of consumerism,
Ronald Reagan.
The typical cable system for
small towns like Murray
consisted of about 10 to 15
channels. Those channels
carried usually a couple of
stations each from the three
commercial
broadcast
networks, public television and
a few watchable cable stations
that delivered something
besides re-runs of old network
shows.
Monthly cable bills, without
premium chan.n els, typically
ran about six or seven bucks.
Now, after deregulation and
a decade of "progress," cable
bills have more than tripled,
and subscribers receive a
couple of stations each from
the
three
commercial
broadcast networks, public
television, and a few watchable
cable stations that deliver
scmething besides re-runs of
old network. shows.
Ain't progress wonderful?
Of course, cable subscribers
also now receive a vast
plethora of unwatched and
unwatchable junk channels
that didn't clog the cable
systems 10 years ago.
On Murray Cablevision, for
example, there are six
channels that show virtually
nothing else but a text screen
with radio in the background.
Six.
Do we need six channels of
text screen in Murray?
Even if they were free, such
persistently
out-of-date

she
said.
"'But
after
that you ca.n .
So, it's really the consumer that
will pay in the
end for this if we
agree to payments."
As the stand-off
continues, both
sides are holding
steadfast to their
positions. Paxton is
confident that loyal
viewers are willing to
weather
inconvenience to watch WPSD,
whether it is on cable or
not.
"People are going to find a
way to watch us," he said. "''t's
really a matter of convenience for
cable subscribers to get our signal."
Paxton said that he believes many
WPSD viewers will not remain cable
subscribers if channel 6 is not
available. "'f we go off cable systems,
people will cancel," he said. "I can
assure you from the research we've
seen there's a lot more at stake for the
cable companies.•
Ferguson said she understands the
frustration cable customers feel.
"'People don't really care about negotiations or whatever," she said. "They just
want certain things on their TV."
Ferguson said that even though
WPSD is a major local news and
programming source, there is a real
chance no agreement will be reached.
"'We want to carry them on our system, but it will be they that make the
choice," she said. "I guess people will

A closer look a t issu es i n the news

have
to read
the newspaper and listen
to the radio for
their local news."
Ferguson said Murray
Cablevision subscribers will
continue to receive the same
number of channels after the
Oct. 5 deadline that they receive
now, regardless ofthe outcome of
negotiations.
"If we lose channels, we will be
adding something to replace them,"
Ferguson said. "I don't really know at
this time what it will be."

E.l.
GOLD
Staff
Writer

bulletin boards would be at
best a nuisance to dedicated
channel surfers.
But they are not free.
That was made clear by the
new FCC pricing regulations,
which require cable companies
to charge the same per-channel
fee for all channels on both
their basic and preferred tiers
of service.
In Murray, that meant basic
service was increased two
channels to 18 and its cost
went down to $9.20. However,
preferred-tier service was
decreased by those same two
channels to 25 and its cost
went up to $12.78.
The net effect of this service
juggling is that Murray
Cablevision subscribers now
pay about 51 cents for every
channel they receive, whether
that channel is ESPN or TV 11
or the cable system's own
endless advertisement of PayPer-View offerings.
And now they tell me 1 may
have to put up an antenna
again to get channel 6? Not
likely.
Instead, if I erect any
structure tall enough to serve
as an antenna tower, I might
seriously consider using it to
lynch
the
lobbyists,
lawmakers, cable system
operators and broadcasters
who are responsible for this
mess.
I expect to have plenty" of
help.
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Federal aid programs may be withdrawn
~igh

student loan default rates could cause students at 900 schools to suffer

By BRANDl JACKSON
Reporter

The U.S. Department of Education
has identified 900 post-secondary
schools that may lose federal student
aid programs because of high loan
default rates.
For the first time, the department
released information about lender,
guaranty agency and state-by-state
default rates of 8,000 institutions.
Default rate refers to the
percentage of student borrowers
s'cheduled to enter repayment in a
given fiscal year. The 1991 rate just
released reflects the proportion of
defaults by students who were due to
begin repayment in 1990.
Soaring default rates prompted
Congress to tighten eligibility
requirements in 1989-90 for federal
student-assistance programs.
As a result of this tightening, any
institution with a 1991 rate above 50
percent, or one that exceeds 40
percent and has not dropped at least
5 percentage points from the 1990
rate, may be subject to restrictions or
termination of its eligibility for all
federal aid programs.
' Despite the great number of
defaults, the national default rate
actually declined from 22.4 percent in
fiscal year 1990 to 17.5 percent in
1991.
According to a Department of

Education press release,
RELATED STORY
U.S.
Secretary
of
• Changes in loans
8
Education Richard Wiley
High 1991 student loan default rates.released by the U;S. Eduoation Department earlier
attributed the national
The Higher Education
decrease to programs
this month indicated that several schools in Kentucky and surrounding states could lose eligibility
Aet Amendments of 1992
implemented by the
for various financial programs. Here is a 1ook at how Murray State compared to both regional and
strengthened
the
national rates:
·
"
i'''
,,..
,.
department such as
enforcement authority of
management plans that
state agencies, including the
include taking steps to
1991 Default Rates by State: ,
. How Murray compares:
creation of state post· -:;· .
provide students with
secondary review entities to
financial counseling.
improve state oversight of
With default figures out,
the schools they license.
. ~~:
the U .S.
Education
"By working closely
Department estimates tluit
with these state agencies,
defaulted student loans
we can better protect the
will cost taxpayers $2.5
taxpayers' and students'
billion in the current fiscal
investment in education,"
year. The cost is down
David
Longanecker,
' · .:.
.,· .·.·
more than $1 billion from
asaistant secretary for post
fiscal 1991's total of $3.6
secondary education, said in
billion.
a U.S. Department of
Lou Darnell, accounting
Education press release.
and finance manager for
National Rate: 17.5%
Students may default
Murray State University,
on their loans by not
said although Murray
beginning their repayment
State's default rate of 9.3
as agreed. This occura when
percent for the 1991 fiscal year is the school decided to take matters education before obtaining a loan. It students are unable to find jobs after
slightly higher than 1990's 8 .9 into its own hands. The school has set also supplements programs already graduation. Defaults also occur when
percent rate, the University is in no up a loan committee for the West available through the state.
students transfer and neglect to apply
danger of losing student aid because Region with the authority to deny
The Department of Education has for a deferment.
of high default rates.
loans.
both statutory and regulatory
Students who default on loans for
A requirement that students have authority to take action against high any reaBOn are transferred to Credit
Kentucky Tech-Paducah Area
Vocational Education Center is 240 clock hours before receiving loans default schools. This may be enforced Bureau Reporting. However, because
currently identified as a high default has also been implemented. These through limitation, suspension or the federal government pays tbe bill,
rate school. Sandra Barlow, financial steps were taken to ensure that termination of federal student aid there is no real damage to the
specialist for the West Region, said students are serious about their programs.
student's personal credit history.

1991 Default Rates' by Stattt - . .- -. . . .•
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Faculty Club ope:ll for first full year of operation
By ANGELA SCHADE
Staff Wrtter

The Faculty Club has
started its first full year in
operation at Murray State
University.
The Faculty Club is a social
organization that is open to
MSU faculty and staff.
Bob Lochte, president of the
Faculty Club and assistant
professo~ of journalism and
radio/television, said the idea
for the club had been in the

works for several years. The
Faculty Senate thought MSU
needed a facility like other
universities
where
departments could have
parties for their guest
speakers with bedrooms
available where guests can
stay.
On Aug. 27, the Faculty
Club had an open house which
served as a membership drive.
Lochte said they had a
luncheon for new faculty and a

Blizzard of

reception for old and new
members.
Also, he said the club is not
sure of its schedule, but
members will try to have two
special events a month, which
would
include
faculty
receptions
and
open
luncheons.
The Faculty Club is not
funded by the University.
Lochtc said the club relies on
dues, which are $50 a year per
member, as well as donations.

The Faculty Club has
approximately 75 to 100
members. A faculty member
can join as an individual or as
a member of a department,
campus organization or one of
the colleges on campus, Locb.te
said.
Faculty members have
different reasons for why they
have or have not joined the
Faculty Club.
Steve Jones, associate
professor of sociology and

anthropology, said he is
considering joining the club
but has not yet because of its
location.
"I don't live in Murray," he
said. "Consequently, my
friendships are centered
around where I live."
Kay Meyhun, assistant
professor of math and
statistics, also is not a member
of the club, though she does
not feel negatively about it.
*I didn't have strong feelings

either way, so I didn't join,"
she said.
Bill Lalicker, assistant
professor of English, said he
sees several advantarea of
belonginr to the Faculty Club.

"I joined because most
campuses have a place where
faculty members get together
in an informal situation to
diacuss concerns about
university stu.dents and
curriculum," he said.

~
Bucks

Friday, Oct. 1
11 a.m.
Curris Center Dance
Lounge

Open
House

. All Students Welcome!

Oct.7
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Hart Deli

for Master's Degree in
December is
.

iO ctober 1
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OSHTC goes beyond classroom
"'In the field, students get to learn how
to crawl and walk in underground
areas," he said. "This gets students
involved in real life experiences, making
them ready for their actual jobs."
By PAM DIXON
White said the classes are less
Staff Writer
expensive
for students here than
"Stay alert, stay alive," is what Billy
somewhere
else because the OSHTC
White, assistant director of the
program
gives
something back to
occupational safety and health training
Murray
State
by
having the training
center, tells his students.
here.
"We prepare students and let them act
"Students at Murray pay $35 a day
out scenarios in the field so they can be
plus
$20 manual cost," White said. "That
prepared for their jobs one day," he
would
probably cost around $700
said.
elsewhere."
The Murray State University
White said the training program has
department of occupational safety and
been
very successful so far.
health is offering classes to interested
"The
Tennessee Valley Authority
students and professionals. The
selected
out of the Southwestern and
courses will be conducted in the Martha
Midwestern
Region of the USA to be
Layne Collins Center for Industry and
HAZMAT
(hazardous
materials)
Technology .
training
team
for
the
group of
The classes offered through June 1994
government-specific
industries,"
he said.
will give students hands-on training in
Ritta
Missinen,
a
visiting
Finnish
areas such as confined space, fire
extinguisher use and maintenance and exchange student said studying at the
OSHTC is quite different from her
hazardous waste site.
Other classes include bloodbone native Finland.
"I am now learning how to use
pathogens training, emergency response
training, first responder operations level harnessing equipment,• Missinen said.
Missinen said she is gaining
training and hazardous communication
experience for her career in Finland.
training.
White said the training sessions
"I am going to work in industrial
involve classroom settings, although laundries. I am going to use dryers and
most of the work is done in the field.
vents to clean up spills," she said.

Extra traini~g courses
helpful, cheaper now

Plalto ' ' MELIIIA FAJUIUJg

Lisa Johnston, graduate student In
occupational safety and health from
Hopkinsville, shows how the rescue tripod
system with recovery cable works. The
system gives students training with real-life
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~• Instant Posters~
up to 18.. x 48..

• Color Copies
• Resumes
• FAX • UPS Drop-off
Mo~t jobs

CopyPius

while-you-wait
1411 Main Street • Murray, KY

502-753-71 17

t)J33

HOFFA
Tickets

9:30p.m.
7:00 & 9:30 p.m.

$150
With MSU 10

If you want to experience new
heights and lots of fun.

Call at
615-232-5843
"We've Only Just Begun"

~

Barkley Room
Tuesday, Sept. 28

Movie of the Week:

Tuesday
Wednesd

~

Formal Induction 9 p.m.

SKY DIVE
PARIS

Get
It
Free
Every
Friday
The Murray State
News

1

~~

General Meeting 4:30 p.m. &: 8:30 p.m.~

NICHOLSON DEVITO

;. Keep up the good work! }

:•

ask for Cecil Outlaw
Jumpmaster/lnstructor
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Legislation to cut middle
man from len.d ing system
Private sector must
give loan process to
federal government
By E.L. GOLD
Staff Writer

Beginning in the 1994-96 academic year,
students seeking educational loans at
some universities will be dealing with a
new lender: Uncle Sam.
In August, Congress passed the Student
Loan Reform Act of 1993 , which
eventually will remove more than 7,000
private lending institutions from the
complicated process of originating and
disbursing student loans to more than
four million borrowers.
The law creates the Feder al Direct
. Student Loan program (FDSL), which will
make federal Department of Education
funds available to students, with colleges
and universities acting as the lending
agents.
The program will be phased in
gradually, with only 6 percent of the 199496 loans coming through FDSL. That will
increase each year until all private
lending is eliminated in 1997-98.
Although private lenders will be
removed from the student lending process,

~

it is likely to have little short-term effect
on those institutions.
Liz Darnall, secretary to the vicepresident of marketing and public
relations at Peoples Bank in Murray, said
that Peoples Bank intends to keep making
student loans as long as it can.
Darnall said th at the long-term effect
the new law will have on banks and other
lenders is not yet known.
Universities must a pply by Oct. 1 if they
plan to participate in the first year of the
FDSL program.
Murray State University probably will
not participate in the program in 1993-94,
said Johnny McDougal, director of student
financial aid. He said the University will
likely wait until more information is
available before lending FDSL funds.
-what they haven't spelled out yet in
detail are the requirements for the
school,• McDougal said.
According to Department of Education
documents, direct lending should save
taxpayers $4.3 billion in the next five
years.
The Department of Education says the
savings will result f r om lower cost
competitive federal borrowing and the
elimination of profit-taking by private
lenders.
However, savings to students may be
more modest. "Students might see a

/u.!p_ytJU{

CtUt

Specials Weekly
Convenient Drive-up Wind ow
Same Day Service (in by 10 a.m.)
Shirts Same Day Service (in by 8 a.m.)
Alterations
Button Replacement
Saturday Dry Cleaning (in by 9 a.m.)

C©rru~~©l~(LB~©l~~©rru~

~•

753-9525

753-9525

.(i}~

.91iplia gamma 1Je[ta

Treat yourself to a relaxing
massage from

a Window!

25% off best-sellers
everyday !! !

blood through the circulatory system
Accelerates many healing processes
Can relieve headaches & eyestrain
+Above all, massage feels good!

Open

7 a.m.
Monday • Friday

753-3408

Homemade Bltculta ~ Gra...,-

ADd Country Bam

Disc Jockey Records- '

Kentucky Oaks Mall,

•••••••••••••••••••••••

Upcoming Events
NBA Exhibition Game

1400 A Hlllwood Dr.
(Behind Cains Chrysler)
502- 753 - 7072

-.:biUdewtth 1/ 4 h mat,
crllp lettaee Uld ...... . .

.,..,.

...-ww. c:IIJpe ... ~

October 28, 7:30p.m.

Clint Black & Wynonna
November 13, 8:00 p.m.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

THE INVESTMENT GAME

.~
o ~ -~ : ~~· ·~o ~
~· ~ ~~ ~G ~~ ~ ~

Congratu{ations

sponsarec:l by ib8 PJnaDce and F.t::an.amk:s Cub

Cflrnrii@ :5FrD1frl

enter

ATQ

$50,000 to invest

MONETARY
PRIZES
AWARDED
For game
Dept. o1 Eccmom1cs
cmdFincmce
762-4281

.. -APfl.1'UL to yC)U!

Paducah

Located aero.• hill WUaoa Hall 011 15th 8ueet

please see
Betty Dliver

IJ'p~ Ut-e

•••••••••••••••••••••••

PLUS

oar Great DeU BandwlebH

rules
and entry fonns

~"'>"'

Special MSU Student Rates
Gift Certificates Available

A hJI Une breaklut
featurt.ng baked crcMs&nt.a

Begins Oct. 4
Everyone 11 Jnvtted to
$5 entry fee per team

..

•

Tickets available at:

+
+

0
0
0
0

Barbecued Ribs, Fish,
Chicken,Country Ham, &
Homemade Desserts

+ Relieves muscle tension & stiffness
+ Increases flexibility
+ Stimulates cardiovascular system
+ Helps move oxygen & nutrient rich

For ~pecial birthday$,

come m hx!Ay nnd open

FAMOUS

Night Buffet

IMassage Therapies I

759-9758

1/ Sh .......
l OCJI'Mt p....t beef

Information for Pollee Beat was gathered and complied by Allison
Millikan, assistant news editor, from materials available to the public
at the pt.1Jiic safety offlce and the Mu"ay Polic6 Department.

''Touch For Health ..

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

,..,. Cllle ol 0111'

September 19
1:40 a.m. - Stop sign between Franklin and Richmond Halls was
torn down.
4:12p.m. - Occupied elevator In Blackburn Science Building was
stuck.
9:30 p.m. - Horse was reported to be loose at the Expo Center.

ti.

Welco111e Students

'BooK:·n-Cari

FORUJNCR

September 18
1:29 a.m. - Marijuana odor was smelled on third floor of Franklin
Hall.
2:03 a.m. - Auto accident at Stewart Stadium was reported. No
one was Injured and vehicles received only minor damage.
10:20 p.m. -Cadillac emblem was reportedly stolen from the back
of a vehicle at Stewart Stadium.
10:31 p.m. - No report was filed after an auto accident ocurred at
Stewart Stadium.

753-9525

Readmore

Home ot . . ~ coffle c::\4'

September 17
4:21 p.m. - Report taken on missing typewriter at Carr Health. It
had been borrowed and was later recovered.

•

Love, the sisters of

Monday- Friday 6:30a.m. • 6 p.m. Saturday 6:30a.m.- 2 p.m.

September 16
1:12 p.m. - A rep<>rt was taken of a hit-and-run accident which
occurred between Sept. 12 and 16 between Hart and Clart< Halls.
3:10 p.m. - Public Safety officials received report that window In
100 block of College Courts appeared to have been tampered with.

*

Do it again this weekend at

In front of Wai-Mart

September 15
7:02a.m.- Ambulance was called to Hart Hall to assist student
suffering from severe stomach cramps.
6:42 p.m. - Ambulance was called to Hart Hal to aid student with
diabetic problem.

R©tcc~~~ ~
MfSU!

753-9525

September 14
3:45 p.m. - Non-student was arrested on Caloway County Court
arrest warrants for contempt of court, fallure to pay fine and failure to
attend OUJ school.

slight decrease in some rates," McDougal
said.
More significant for many students are
the innovative changes in repayment
options the program will offer.
Borrowers will be allowed to choose
fixed , graduated or extended payment
plans; or they may s elect the program's
new income-based option, which would let
them repay their student loans as payroll
deductions after they start work.
McDougal said there should be little
change in the way students apply for
loans. ..At this point, we're not
anticipating any major changes in that
area, but we just don't know," he said.
..We may have to add questions to our
Murray State financial aid application,
and there may be changes in the federal
application form to accommodate this
program."
The MSU financial aid office will
continue to assess financial need and
disburse funds as it has in the past. Its
only new function under the FDSL
program would be originating the loan.
McDougal said the financial aid office will
receive an administrative fee of $10 per
loan recipient for this service.
That may not be enough. "On first
review of the program ... it would appear
that it would take addit ional
administrative resources," McDougal said.

•

•
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Sweetheart 1993!

W e are so proud of you!
Love. your sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi
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Students split
on 'toon's merit

(

By SHELLEY ENGLISH
Reporter

•Huh-huh, yeah. That was cool," seems to be the most
frequently heard phrase on campus this fall.
The words are borrowed from Beavis and Butt-head, the latest
cartoon craze on MTV, which has received criticism from some
and praise from others.
Students are split as to whether they find Beavis and Butthead's pranks and bad language offensive or comical. Most
students who e~oy the cartoon can also find some bad qualities
about it. However, some students who are opposed to the cartoon
admit that it is funny at times. Some are even reluctant to admit
they watch Beavis and Butt-head. Most are in agreement,
however, that young children should not be allowed to watch the

cartoon.
Cameka Pettus, freshman political science major from
Madisonville, said she believes that a 12- or 13-year-old
is probably old enough to appreciate the cartoon.
"Beavis and Butt--head are silly and childish," Pettus
said. wrhey make fun of the things I would make fun
of."
Brian Williams, junior chemistry major from
Hopkinsville, takes a lighter view of the cartoon.
"It's just comedy," he said. "You have to keep it in
perspective.''
Although he eJ\ioys the cartoon himself, Williams said he
would probably not let children watch it.
"Beavis and Butt-head act childish," said John
Whittaker, senior history major from Pineville. "It
takes you back to the age when you can do that and not
get in trouble."
Although he finds them comical, Whittaker said he
believes that Beavis and Butt-head are not good role models
for kids. He said he thinks t h at 14- or 16-year-olds are old
enough to know that they will get in trouble jf they act like the
characters.
..When it first came out, I didn't like them," said Jennifer
Garvin, sophomore nursing major from Louisville.
After she began to watch the show, however, Garvin said she
found Beavis and Butt-head less offensive, but she would still
not let a child watch the cartoon.
On the other hand, Carolyn Girten, freshman theatre major
from Rockport, said she thinks the cartoon is offensive and said
she does not agree with parents who allow their children to
watch the cartoon.
"It goes beyond being rude," Girten said.
Myka Piatte, freshman home economics major from Lancaster,
Pa., said she finds the cartoon totally offensive.
"Guys like it a lot more than girls," she said.
Mark Bell, senior printing management major from
Taylorsville, also said he believes the cartoon appeals more to
men than it does to women.
"Beavis and Butt--head have no idea what is going on and they
don't really care," Bell said. "It's what not to do."
Bell said he also believes the show is not appropriate for
children.
•rt is for people who have a system of values of their own," he
said.

--
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Beavis and Butt-head: defining the moment?
Staff Report

defining symbol of the moment.
vid eo that is pumped into their
Faster than Speed Racer, more
If there could possibly be anyone cartoon home.
powerful than Stimpy's flatulence, who is still unfammar with the duo,
Believe it or not, being given a
able to leap Marge Simpson's hair in the show's premise is simple. Beavis, "that's cool" by the two is a highlya single bound, its ... Beavis and Butt- he's the hyper one (shown holding the coveted honor. TV Guide reports
head?
grasshopper above), and Butt-head, bands such as B abes in Toyland,
As strange as it may seem to the more intellectual of the two and White Zombie, Corrosion of
anyone who first saw the pair as part Beavis' mentor, are the Siskel and Conformity and Biohazard have seen
of MTV's Liquid Television series, Ebert of the MTV airwaves. The pair a dramatic increase in album sales
Beavis and Butt-head has become the passes judgment on virtually every after their videos appeared in the

, that was cool!

cartoon.
Beavis and Butt-head are arguably
the biggest thing to hit television
since Cop Rock. Hardly a situation
comedy goes by without mentioning
the show or its stars. David
Letterman has even jumped on the
bandwagon by including a reference
to the pair in virtually every one of
his shows.

0--~-,-~-~-~~-=-~-u-~-~-?_E_....,
Once again it is time for Lamda Chi Alpha
Fraternity's Watermelon Bust.
All sororities are welcome with a $50 fee from
each and a canned good from each person, said
Sean Finnegan, Lamda Chi vice-president.
Festivities will be kicked off with an original
line dance performed by each sorority.There
will also be a live band and Sept. 25 will begin
the actual watermelon events such as
watermelon hiking, eating and relay games.

What could the pair possibly do to
top their recent success?
Like any great phenomenon, Beavis
and Butt-head are taking on new
challenges all the time. Their longawaited literary debut will hit
bookstores early next year. The duo is •
also scheduled for the big screen in
the near future.
That's cool.

ISO Ball

Save Outdoor Art!

The
International
Student
Organization is sponsoring the 1993
International Ball.
The event will be held at 7 p.m.
tomorrow at the Hong Kong Restaurant
on Highway 641 North.
Members of the ISO and the foreign
language club can attend the ball for
$7 Non-members will be charged $9
for admission.
For reservations. stop by The Center
for International Programs in the second
floor of the Lowry Center or contact the
Center at 762-4152 during the day or at
759-91 38 at night.

October is outdoor sculpture month...
The Kentucky Arts Council is
coordinating a project to save outdoor
sculptures. They are working with the
Save Outdoor Sculpture (SOS) project.
The KAC is looking for volunteers to
report sculptures, conduct background
research, photograph and set up state
and local reference resource files.
Volunteers will be specially trained to
prepare them for the job.
Interested persons contact Lori
Meadows, Coordinator, KY SOS,KY
Arts Council, 31 Fountain Square,
Frankfort, KY 40601.
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Greeks to get Bust-ed
at annual fund ..raiser
By MAGGIE CARTER

Admission will be $1 or one canned good at the
door.

Staff Writer

The Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity cordially
invites all sororities t o attend the 21st annual
Watermelon Bust today and tomorrow.
"All sororities have to pay $50 to participate
and one canned good must be given per person,"
said Sean Finnegan, vice president for Lambda
Chi Alpha.

Finnegan, senior advertising major from
Chicago, ID., said all donations and entry fees
will go to the Chris ti a n Children 's Fund.
Additional canned goods will be accepted and
donated to the Murray Need Line, he said.
Tonight at 6 p .m . , line dances will be
performed by each sorority.
Suzy Wilson, junior outdoor recreation major
from Madisonville, said the sororities have put
in many hard working hours trying to produce
an original dance.
"We've practiced four to .five hours everyday
for a week just making up the line dance," said
Wilson, a member of the Sigma Sigma Sigma
sorority.

ONE LAST FLING
One of many Scottish dances Is performed at the Scottish Heritage Festival last weekend.

Also on that night at 9:30, music will be
provided by a live band. The group, P .S. Dump
Your Boyfriend, will perform in the annex.

A bta thank• to the 25 croeevord perttc lpante.
Shennon Herdtn of Kaecer Hall w•• ewerda4 • HSU
•weetehJrt and • Stpper Cup. If anyoo• baa any
qu.. tlooe r ..ardJoa the Jotor.~tloa to the croeeword,
cell ...lth LiDI at 762-3&09.

pi••••

•
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On Sept. 25 at 1 p.m. the main "watermelon
events" will begin at Cutchin Field on the
Murray State campus. These events offer a
variety of competitions for the sororities to
participate in including: watermelon hiking, a
watermelon eating contest, a watermelon
crabwalk, a watermelon spin and a watermelon
·
relay.

First and second place trophies will be
presented to the sororities based on points from
the events, spirit and line dances.
Kelly Sweasy, senior occupational safety and
health major from Frankfort, said the
Watermelon Bust is to show people that
fraternities are a service.
"People think fraternities are all parties, but
we're a s ervice to benefit the Christian
Children's Fund," Sweasy, Lambda Chi Alpha
brother said.
Finnegan said the fraternity wishes to thank
all of the SPQnsors of the Watermelon Bust,
which include T. J .'s Bar -B-Q, Dan 's , Mr.
Gatti's, Body Elite, Papa John's, Denniso~
Hunt, Wolff. Tanning, Mac's, the Big Apple Cafe,
ZAX and Pagliai's.

ill

hb'

Holiday Inn Restaurant

A

We have a buffet to please your appetite!
-4..urdl aAfet

$4.25

Monday-Friday
-seafood Buffet
Friday evening
-Mexlcsn Buffet
Saturday evening
-&Jnday Buffet

$6.95
$6.95
$5.95

Call us for your m eetings & parties!
On<' rRrE !;(', <'r,t"
,., P
Ill it II thi . . . lrl IIIII\ I

RPct'i\ t'

Sunday 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Breakfast & lunch served Monday- Friday 6 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Dinner 5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Hwy. 641 South • 753-5986

UNITFD MEIHODODIST CAMPUS FEllOWSHIP
presents:

are ~king forward to another great

WAlERMEtON

!!'

Busr 1

CAMPING. AT THE LAND BETWEEN THE LAKES

4)

"ROUGHIN'
IT
93
''
Get Nurtured by Nature!
An Orientation To Camping Meeting on

The Brothers of

TIJESDAY, Sept. 28
8:15p.m.

Sig111a Chi
proudly introduces

t he Beta Phi Pledge Class

at the UMCF Building
~_,.•(~Next To The Nursing Building)

You MUST Attend

J arrod Billingsley:=~-~==:~~~ ~"· ~ark Knight
• >-

Steve Brownr£
~ -~
J .a s on Lancaster
t '""
Shad ClayJo~ ':-~
~,Carlos Loftus
David FarttPng;l,< :!. ·Niiyden McDowell
Dustin H19ia s _,_, _ __ _ Ry~ Midyett
Brad HawthoFne
! ~. ~e Miller
, Scott Raycraft
J as on Hines tf'
1'ravis Tors ak
'Mike Williams
Shannon J a cksi>n
J oey J ansing ,ji1;::,
~Ryan Wilson
1~

,,'!:,

..... ....

The Meeting To Camp.

'

Transportation
to LBL
leaves
MSU- UMCF
F riday O ct. 1
Returns Oct. 2

<

\·>\ ,_.

--~ · ···•o•~" - V

Everyone is welcome!
,.
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Malt. adld-.ao

Sa~" 8u:uday Oaly

,~~~tva~~IA

-~0
We don't cut
corners to
· save money,
but you can.

Free Pregnancy Tests

Mim&U OU Claat16•

~

(All Services Confidential)

LIFE HOUSE CARE
CENTER FOR
WOMEN
Now open Mondays tU 8 p.m

Bring In this coupon and get the full
treatment without paying the full price.
16th Stat Chestnut While you walt we'll change your oil
"Five Polnu•
and filter and l~bricate the chassis
529
759-1
as part of a complete 16 point
507 s. 12th St.
service and safety check.
"641 South"
We'll do It right, and we'll
75 3-4 462
do It right now.

N \ ( /·.· N ~· .'

(; : J

Sunset Boulevard Music
DIXIELAND CENIER N0.7 · CHESTNUf SlREET

(; o

u \ t .r·u s ·'

( ;(J

I< \ CL U\ .'

753-0113

Behind Papa John's Pizza

$1 Oil Any Cassette Tape • $2 Oil Any Compact Disc
REO. p~

REG. Pf1CE

Sale Items Not Included

EXPIRES October 8
YOUR /////A...PN!

+ ~,. ••.

NO MATTER HOW
YOU PICK IT UP
YOU GET THE BEST
DEAL WHEN YOU
COME IN
TO GATT IS !

CAR STEREO SPECIALIST · CUSlOM IN~l AllAliOO

AXA

A~IT

AXA

A~ll

AXA

A~IT

AXA AMl

AXA,
A~TI is looking forward to an

9t1Y
AXA

~so't1t~

,. - -----------·--.......
e._.e_ _ _ _ _ _ _
• ..,_

AXA

A~IT

AXA

A~II

---------------------~--------------------

VALUABLE COUPON
2 All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & Pasta Buffets

AXA

•
•

tl

••
•

Latest Releases By:

•

•

or

A~TI

.
.

VALUABLE COUPON
2 All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & Pasta Buffets
Dinner
Only!

2
$699
.J.or
.·

IJ*ial

.

~

.

~~~
oilier

.

.
.

•

• Oood lhrv 10-8-93

•

·..

~

. · .. ·

·

~~~

oUier opeda I
"Oood lllna 1041· 93

--------------------~--------------------·

2 Medium Pizzas
(One Topping Each)

2 Tossed Salads or
2 Small SpaGattis
2 16 oz. Soft Drinks

$

Only

99
plus

tax

Dine-In, Pick-Up Only!

~

Cypress Hill
•
• TOOL •
Blind Melon • • tl" • Nirvana •
P. J. Harvey • • • • Mariah Carey
Meatloaf
+•
Fight
John Mellencamp
Randy Travis
• II .• All $ 11.99 on CMDonday Friday

605 Olive St.
753-8926

$599

.

8 Year Ylnniversary Specia{
•
Septem6er 24 and 25 on{y •
• •• •

2

Lunch
Only!

'Ierrapin Station · : ·•
•

,__~--- · -...

....

Watermelon Bust!

A~IT

__

Chestnut St.

•

•. • •
10 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

753-6656
HOURS:

The Best Pizza In Town •..

tfmte/it-j

11 a.m.·lO p.m.

Mon.-Sun .
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Racers take first steps

MSUto
battle
MTSU
By MATT PEREBOOM
Sports Editor

Above ,
Sophomol e
Anthony Hutch and Junior
Matt Hall lead the Racer celebration that followed their
17·14 come-from-behind victory
over
Southeast
Missouri State. The Racers
totaled 375 yards on offense
while the defense limited
SEMO to 245 total yards
offense. The Racer defense
held SEMO's star tailback,
Kelvi n
" Earthquake"
Anderson, to only 46 yards
rushing.

Photos by BARRY JOHNSON

Senior quarterback Butch
Mosby throws one of his nine
second-half completions In
the Racer win over SEMO.
Mosby was 14 of 19 for a
career-high 220 yards.

Far left, Junior defensive
lineman Bill Christmas batt les In t he trenches w ith a
SEMO offensive lineman.
The Racers overcame the
SEMO line to sack the
Ind ian's quarterback four
t imes and tackled SEMO
rushers in the backfield
twice more for 36 lost yards.
The SEMO Indians moved
the chains for only nine first
downs.

Now that the Racers are
walking, they must be careful not to take a step backwaras.
Saturday's matehup with
Middle Tennessee State will
be every bit as difficult as the
Marshall game. While MSU
did not beat the
Thundering Herd, they did
gain the respect of the topranked team in Division IAA The same kind of performance will be necessary
when the Racers take the
field against the sixthranked Blue Raiders.
Racer h ead coach Houston
Nutt gave his appraisal of
MTSU.
"From looking at film,
Middle looks a little better
than Marshall. They are a
very explosive team. You see
a lot of speed in a hurry,"
Nuttsaid.
Whether this is a coach
playing down his team's
chances or a man being
objective is left to be seen.
What is known, is that
MTSU jumped on top ofl-A
Hawaii 14-0 before losing the
game 35-14 in their season
opener. Last week the
Raiders dropped
Campbellsville 7()...13.
Junior quarterback Kelly
Holcomb leads the Raiders
charge. He has completed 11of-18 oasses season includin~
two i>r touchdowns. Holcomb
played less than a quarter in
Middle's thrashing of
Campbellsville.
Coach Nutt is very pleased
that the Racers continue to
improve their tackling. MSU
missed 39 tackles in the first
game but only 10 in the
SEMO game.
"Every play can go the distance. We've got to check the
angles on our tackles ," Nu tt
said.

Men's golf claims second in 14-team field
Towler finishes one stroke behind leader in Murray State's lady golf debut
By MATT PEREBOOM
sportS Editor
The men's golf team turned in a quality group

effort, while Jaime Taylor finished third in the
debut of women's golf.
I

Junior Brian Henson and sophomore O.J.
Lancaster, both from Mayfield, led Murray
State to a second place finish in the McDonald's
Intercollegiate tournament held at Miller Golf
Course this weekend.
Henson and Lancaster both carded 225s during three rounds of play on the par-71 course.
MSU finished second with a team total of 904,
but trailed the winner, Wright State University,
by 14 strokes. Wright State was the only team
to turn in team scores under 300 for each round.
Eastern Kentucky had an opportunity to
match WSU but ballooned to 311 on Saturday

for a toal of905, one stroke behind MSU.
Kevin Jones of WSU was the only golfer to
complete a round under 70 when b e sh ot a
three-under 68 over the last 18 holes. Jones's
total of 214 earned him :first place h onors. His
teammate, Gabe Knight, finished second with
223.
Murray's second place finish is a big improvement from their 11th place performance at the
Capital Bank/Bent Creek tournament in
Jackson, Mo., the previous weekend. Lancaster
was unable to explain the team's turnaround.
"I'm not sure what w e did differently,"
Lancaster said. 'We didn't really play that well
~xcept for the second round. We ballooned on
the second day."
Henson thinks the Racers can keep getting
better.

Top Ten Racer Football Passing Games
455
425
352
351
346
341
336
316
312
308

MictlaeJProctor vs. Akron , (27-41, 4TO, 1 int.)
Lah~:q"ill~an vs. Middle Tennessee, (28-51 , 4 TO, 1 int.)
~~tt ~aug vs. Middle Tennessee, (21 -45, 2 TO, 3 int.
MIChael Proctor vs Southern lllnois, (21-39,3 TO, 2 int.)
Michael! Proctor vs . Tennessee-Martin(27-37, 1 TO, 1 int.)
. M~hael Proctorvs Western Kentucky (20-50, 1 TO, 1 int.)
M19pael Proctor vs . ennessee -Martin , (19·40, 2 TD, 0 int.)
~?YY Tillman~astern Kentucky, 1(26-52, 2 TO, 2 int.)
~)Chael Proctor vs. Austin Peay, (22·40, 6 TO, oint.)
~ichae1 Proctor vs . Jennessee Tech, (18·40, 2 TO, 2 int.)

1

Source: MSU MEDIA GUIDE

Graphic By DENISE NULL

fRl

Junior Rechelle Cadwell was the second MSU
"'We have a well-rounded team that is pretty
young." Henson said. "Every time we play we finisher at 174. Seniors Angie Haywood and
improve our confidence and that can only help Stacy Kem, as well as sophomore Connie Steely,
us. Our qualifying rounds wer e better than also competed.
what we shot in the first and third rounds, so
Coach Velvet MiUrman was pleased with how
I'm not surprised with how we did."
the team played in its first match.
In the women's competition at the Tennessee
"I'm hap py with h ow t h e girls pl ayed ,"
Tech-Vanderbilt Classic in Cookeville, Tenn., Milkman said. "This is all new to us. We didn't
freshman Jaime Towler sparkled in her colleknow what to expect."
giate debut .
Towler, who was named to the All-tournament
Towler was not only the top finisher for MSU, team, admit ted sh e was surprised abou t how
but also finished third in the overall standings.
well she did in her first collegiate competit ion.
Her 156 was only one stroke behind the top two
"Considering it was the first t ime to play, I'm
finishers who played a one-hole playoff.
really excited about bow things went," Towler
As a team , MSU finish ed 12t h out of 15
said.
teams. Southern Dlinois University won the
Milkman is confident that Towler will contintournament with a 640, which beat the Racer
ue to play well.
total by 54 shots.

Racer of the Week

RACER REPORT

~ Mob Improving MSU

Moh Wung Ming calls Murray State
home, although he is from Malaysia.
The new assistant volleyball coach has
already given back to his new home by forming a club sport that is open to anyone on
campus.
While not everyone may be interested in
joining the club, readers will enjoy getting to
know Moh in this week's issue of The Murray

State News.
Story on page 13

Butch Mosby, a senior from
Louisville, is Racer of the Week.
As the Racer quarterback, Mosby
completed 14 of 19 passes to lead
Murray Stat e p ast the visiti ng
Southeast Missouri Indians, 17-14, in
the conference opener.
The Ohio Valley Conference has
also named Butch the OVC Offensive
Player of the Week.
Mosby's throws totaled a careerhigh 220 yards and two touchdowns.
The Racer's victory marks their first
win since defeating Austin Peay at
homecoming of last year.

Butch Mosby

•
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Ming fulfills his dreant
By JEFF DREWS
Staff Writer

Photo by BECKY YOUNGWERTH

The volleyball team fell victim to the University of
Evansville Purple Aces on Tuesday night at Racer Arena.
The Racers lost in five games to fall to 4-9 on the season.
The volleyball team's next home match Is Oct.1 against
Tennessee Tech.

Tennis opens 3-0
Staff Report

The women's tennis team started the fall campaign with three
victories in Evansville, Ind., last weekend.
MSU beat Indiana State 6-3, before edging both Evansville
University and the University of Louisville 5-4.
The Racers won at least four singles matches in every contest
·
including five against Evansville.
Not surprisingly, head coach Connie Keasling is pleased with
her team's performance to start the season.
"I am tickled to death to see how the girls pulled together to
win these matches," said coach Keasling. "When they needed to
step it up a notch to win, they did."
The team heads to Murfreesboro, Tenn., today to play in the
Middle Tennessee State University Tournament.

Moh Wung Ming was 10
years old when he began to
dream about coming to the
United States. Everyday he
and his friends would sit and
imagine what living in
America would be like.
He doesn't have to imagine
anymore.
Four years ago, Ming finally
arrived in America. With his
parents support, he left his
native Malaysia to pursue
academics and volleyball.
Soon after, the short
muscular man, who's rarely
seen without his black cap that
reads "U.S .A. Volleyball,"
enrolled at Southern Illinois
University.
After receiving his degree in
business and finance, he was
recruited by Murray State
head volleyball coach Brenda
Bowlin in mid-August to be her
assistant and was hired Sept.
1, 1993.
From the day he started, his
presence on the staff has not
gone unnoticed.
-whatever I ask him, he gets
the job done," Bowlin said.
"He's taken some of the load off
of my job. Things that couldn't
get done last year are now
getting done because I have
someone to help me."
The player s appreciate him
as well.
"He and Coach work real
well together," said Sarah
Dearworth,
a
junior
advertising major from Cabot,
Ark. "He's real dedicated. He
comes in and gives us extra
help."
Ming's goal is to become
head volleyball coach at a
major university in either the
U.S. or Malaysia. But for now,
his only interest is doing
whatever he can to make the
Racers a better volleyball

Dl'm able to still love this
sport after 14 years. A lot
of people quit this sport
after a while:·
Moh Wung Ming
Assistant Volleyball Coach
team.
Often, he can be seen giving
advice to players on the
sidelines at practice. If players
need extra help, Ming is more
than happy to work with them
to build their confidence and
skill.
His love and enthusiasm for
volleyball go far beyond just
the women's team. For the first
time ever, Murray State has
put together a co-ed volleyball
team so everybody can enjoy
the fun.
With Bowlin's support, Ming
organized and will coach the
Murray State volleyball club
teams. The co-ed teams will
begin to play in area
tournaments next semester.
"Somebody had to start a
club team here to promote
volleyball," said Ming, a
Photo by BECKY YOUNQWERTff
graduate student majoring in
Assistant volleyball coach Moh Wung Ming looks like he is
exercise science. "I wanted to
give people an opportunity to enjoying his work, as he and head coach Brenda Bowlin
observe the Racers before the team's home opener against the
play.
University of Evansville.
Although
Ming
has
"The people are friendlier
"It's peaceful," Ming said. "I
surrounded himself in his
here
,"
Ming
said.
"We
have
have
a chance to get my
work, he still misses Malaysia.
better transportation here.
master's degree and do
"I miss my parents , my
''You can get a better something I enjoy, like
friends , the food, the tropical
coaching women's volleyball
fruits and the beach," said education here," he said. "We
and coaching the club team."
Ming, 26, who goes home only have more freedom here. Not
too many restrictions on
Ming considers his greatest
during Christmas break.
anything. There is less politics accomplishment
his
But Americans have been here than in Malaysia."
enthusiasm for volleyball.
friendly toward Ming and that
At Murray State, Ming
"I'm able to still love this
has
helped
ease
his
homesickness. Since his arrival enjoys working with the sport after 14 years," he said.
to the U.S., Ming has noticed volleyball team, and he likes "A lot of people quit this sport
small
town after a while."
several differences between Murray's
atmosphere.
America and Malaysia.
But not Moh Wung Ming.

Thursday at 7:30 p.m •
•
1n
Lovett Auditorium
Tickets On Sale In
SGA Office: 762-6951
$2
with
MSU I.D.
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Fathers deny Dandies
By SCOTT NANNEY

Spees were followed by an inside-the-park
home run from Aaron Willis for a 14-0
lead.
Hard to Handle added four more runs
to its lead and preserved the shutout for
an 18-0 win.
In the second contest of the nigh t, the
Dandies jumped on the board with a run
in the top of the first inning when Barry
Arnett scored on a fielder's choice by Tom
Thurman.
The Dandies added to their lead in the
second inning when Jimmy Osborne
knocked a two-run double and Barry
Arnett followed with a run scoring single
for a 4-0 advantage.
Four more runs crossed the plate for the
Dandies in the third inning with a pair of
run scoring singles from Brian Arnett and
Cliff Harper. Two bases loaded walks
· provided what seemed like a comfortable
8-0 lead.
The Unwed Fathers came back to cu t
the lead to 8-3 with a run scoring single
from Jay Richardson and a two-run insidethe-park home run from Bennie Morris.

Assistant Sports Edtor

Week three of intramural softball was
highlighted by a pair of games played
Tuesday night.
Hard to Handle lived up to its name as
the team could not be handled in an 18-0
t rouncing of the of the Sigma Chi B
team. In the night cap, the Unwed Fathers
.recorded a thrilling 17-16 come from
behind victory over the Dandies.
Hard to Handle · took hold of the game
with nine runs in the bottom of the first
inning and never looked back.
With the bases loaded and a run already
home, Brian Hunt ripped a two-run single
for a 3-0 lead. A pair of three-run home
r uns from Kenny Carter and Chris
Milhorn extended the lead to 9-0 for Hard
to Handle at the end of the first inning.
Hard to Handle poured on the runs in
t he second inning when Billy Gilpin
singled and Hunt followed with a home
run.
Things got worse for Sigma Chi as
singles from Kenny Carte:::- and Todd

After a sacrifice fly and a bases loaded
walk extended the Dandies lead to 10-3,
the Unwed Fathers put together a furious
comeback to take an 11-10 lead after four
innings. A two-r un double by Chris
Martin, a two-run single by Rick. Garrett
and•th.ree errors by the Dandies were the
keys to the big inning.
Not to be outdone, the Dandies roared
back for six more runs in the top of the
fifth inning for a 16-1llead.
Down by five runs in the final inning,
the Unwed Fathers started their rally
when Russell Badget reached base on an
error. Martin followed with a walk and
later BCOred on a triple from Morris to cut
the lead to 16-13.
Chris Dockery singled home a run and
took second on an error followed by walks
to Todd Stovall and Corey Hawes to load
the bases for Terry Stovall. Stovall kept
the rally alive by reaching on an error,
which set up Rick Garrett's game-winning
two-run double for the 17-16 victory.

·-------------------------------I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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~Order

~

of Fries with any purchase
of any sandwich

759-1551

I

No expiration

Next to Taco John's

~- ----- --- ---- - ------- --- - ---- - --

KUT'N KURL
Tanning Sp ecial

300 MINUTES FOR $ 15
Best Deal in Town /

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

Southside Shopping Center ·
7 53-1682 .

would Uke to announce their associates
Paul Angel
for
Mickey Hill
Grandon Barnhill
Jot; Beane
Charles Boone
Hollis Clark
Phillip Dockery
Barry Hale
Daniel Hardesty
Andrew Hawkins
Wesley Henson
Duane Herron

Lil' Chicago Italian
Beef

Judicial Board

Derek }ones
Matthew Martin
Dale Mullins
Tommy Ray
Chris Runyon
Brett Sanders
Mark Simmons
Grant Thompson
Daniel Vowell
Greg Williams

~Meeting~
Monday, Sept. 27
4:30p.m.
in the Ohio Room

Temptations, Inc.
Restaurant & Catering
~~~~-

Lunch:

\\

Tuesday-Friday 11 a.m.-2 p.m. ~~
Frtday 6-9 p.m.
16 ~
Saturday 5-9 p.m.
~\\~

7 5 3 - 8 1 16
102 S. 6th St.

,

\. ~

Thanks to.....

~....--Alumni Homecoming!""A~

Breakfast
Saturday, Oct. 8
at 8 a.m.

for another AWESOME

Murray Mlddte School

WATERJ1\jJELON

IBUST~

Com• tat a,.d visit with
old fritnds and watch th1
partult . from th1 front lawn

We are having a blast!

,w:eyoS+E·I
z x

Contrary to popular belief,
God welcomes singles, too.
When you come to the Episcopal Church,
you'll only come alone once. After that, we
consider you family. Come join us this Sunday
in the love and fellowship of Jesus Christ.
The
Church
~

. -

::.

St. J ohn's .t#JlllS(:OJJta

Alpha Delta Pi
congratUlates its new initiates:
Mishel Bly
Melissa Wimberg
jenny Harrison
Susanne Beckwith

1620 West Main
Simdays 8 a.m. & 10:30 a.m.

I
~

,.

I
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SEMO-MSU, Stats
Southeast Missouri
Murray State

Dearworth stars In volleyball win
Junior Sarah Dearworth had 23 kills and 21 digs in Murray
State's volleyball victory against Syracuse University at the
Mortar Board Purdue Premier in West Lafayette, Ind.
Dearworth's performance earned her All-tournament honor s.
In their other tournament matches the Racers lost to Purdue
in four games before also losing to Butler University in three
straight games.
The Racers were matched against the Purple Aces of the
Unversity of Evansville on Tuesday night. MSU lost the fll'8t two
games of the match, but bounced baCk to win games three and
four, 15-13 and 15-6. They lost the fifth and deciding game 15-9
to fall to 4-9 on the season.

The men's cross country team finished fourth in a four-team
meet at the Track Legends Classic in Bowling Green.
Senior Stevon Roberts finished first for the Racers, and 21st
overall, with a time of 28:52 .26. Freshman Mike Rogers was
close behind Roberts at 29:20 to fmish 23rd in t h e overall
standings.
Eastern Kentucky won the competition that also included the
University of Georgia and the host Western Kentucky.

First Downs
Rushes-yards
Passing yards
Return yards
Comp-Att
Sacks-Yards lost
Punts
Fumbles-lost
Penalties

Women•s cross country places fourth
Senior Rebecca Burnett placed lOth but it was not enough to
keep the women's cross country team from finishing last in the
women's competition of the Track Legends Classic.
Burnett finished one minute behind the winner with a time of
18:42. Feliow senior Melody Helgerson placed 17th, while
.freshman Charmaine Thomas finished 24th and junior La Senna
Powell came in 25th.
Eastern Kentucky won the team competition placing three of
, its runners in the top four.

BIRDIE PLEASE!
Brian Henson, a junior golf team member from Mayfield,
watches this shot c losely on his way to an eight-over 79.

MSU 1986 OVC co-champions

.

Hall of fame Inductees announced
The Murray State athletics hall of fame will add five new
members Oct. 7 with the addition of tennis player Mats
Ljungman, football player Eddie McFarland, shooter Pat
Spurgin1P.itney, women's coacli Dew Drop Rowlett and athletic
administrator Chad Stewart.

6

0

6

0

3

7

7

14
17

SEMO
9
36-62
183
8

MSU
23
52-155
220
16

1()..21

14-22

1-2

4-22
3-91
3-2
11-74

5-229
2-0
9-75

fltllll ~ JUD COOK

.

: It was reported last week in TM News that Eastern Kentucky
University was the Ohio Valley Conference football champion in
1986. While this is true, Murray State should have been listed as
a co-champion for its 6-1 record that matched EKU's.
Murray'" championship in 1986 is their most recent football
.title and fifth overall.

3

First Quarter
SEMO-FG Devins 34, 4:28
Second Quarter
SEMO-Anderson 32 run (ldck failed), 14:05
MSU-FG Dill21, 5:13
Third Quarter
MSU-Mason 22 pass from Mosby (Dill kick), 4:00
Fourth Quarter
MSU-Shephard 23 pass from Mosby (Dill kick), 9:00
SEMO-FG Devins 27, 6:26
SEMO-Mosby downed ball in end zone for safety, :21
A-5,798

Men•s cross country finishes fourth

.

..±

. .;.<·

Week Three OVC Results
Murray State 17, Southeast Missouri 14
Western Kentucky 28, Austin Peay 27
Middle T e nnessee 70, Campbellsville 13
More h ead State 52, West Vugi.n.ia Tech 14
<kambling State 33, Tennessee State 28
Samford 30, T e nnessee Tech 3

This week•s games
Austin Peay at Eastern Kentucky
Moreh ead State at" Tennessee Tech
Southeast Missouri at Tennessee-Martin

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
Rushing- Southeast, Anderson 12-46, Esters 7-16,
Parker 1-3, Jones 1-2, Richardson 1-2, Riley 1-2,
Kennedy 13-(-9). Murray, McGowan 23-64,
Scarborough 9-40, Cox 8-25, Bland 1-17, Ross 1-9,
Mosby 10-0.
Passing- Southeast, Kennedy 10-21-2 183. Murray,
Mosby 14-19-0 220, Rodney 0-2-1 0, McGowan 0-1-0 0.
Receiving- Southeast, Morgan 3-84, Anderson 2-31,
Clendenin 2-13, Layton 1-32, Richardson 1-15, Riley 18. Murray, Hall5-130, Shephard S-38, Bland 2-15,
Mason 1-22, Cox 1-10, McGowan 1-8, Scarborough 1-(3).
Time of Possession
SEM0-26:43
MSU-33:17

CLASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

BUSINESS SERVICES

MURRAY STATE DRYI Factory seconds t·shlrts on salel
Only$5 (reg. $11). Arstcome
first serve. Both 18QUiar & goofs
for salel Wilson Hall 216c or
calll3173.

Thaoo to our Watermelon Bust

Eam$500·$1OOOweekly stuff·
lng envelopes. For details·
RUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE 57 Greentree
Dr1ve, Suite 307 Dover, DE
19901.

COLLEGE REP WANTED to
dlstr1bute ·student Rate• subscr1pUon cards atthls campus.
Good Income. Forlnfonnatlon
and application wr1te to: COL·
LEGIATE
MARKETING
SERVICES, Box 1436
Mooresville, NC 28115.

Fast and reliable typing serv·
Ices. Reasonable rates. Laser
pr1nter; spell chec:f<. Call 435·
4308.

Sean-can't walt to hear you
slngl K.D.
Go Art\ softball teamI
Alpha Gams are "BUSTIN'
THEM DAISIES* with the
LambdaChl'sandhavin'aballl
Good Luc:f< to all participating
sororitiesI Let's make this the
best Bust yeti
Al:A softball team, keep up the
good wot1<1 Your sisters are

behind you 100%1
Would a representative from
the AKA and 6I9 sororities
please contact Sean @ .4478
Immediately I Thank you I
I would like to thank all my
brothers at DC for all of their
help dur1ng rush. It tumed out
great! Bobby.

coaches! You guys are the
bestl Love, the sisters of AOn
Thanks to the brothers of AI·
pha Tau Omega for another
awesome mlxerl We had a
great Umel Love, the sisters of
Alpha Omicron Pl.
The sisters of eXt. are looking
forward to an exciting IIKA pig
outl
AnN. 9Xt\ Watermelon Bust
coaches, thanks for all of your
sopport. You guys are great!
We had an excellent time at the
coaches pa.rtyl
We would like to thank the
brothers of IIXA for another
successful Watermelon Bustl
9Xt\ Is having a.blast at BustI
Pikes· Alpha Delta PI Is getting
hyped about Pig OUt! We can't
waltl
Lambda Chi Alpha would like
to thank all the sororities and
sponsors for BUSTI

Earn $2,500 & Free Spr1ng
BreakTr1psiSellonly8Tr1ps&
You 00 FREEl Best Trips &
Prlcesl Bahamas, Cancun,
Jamaica. Panama Cltyl Great
Resume Exper1encel 1-800·
678-63861
GREEKS & CLUBS! RAISE
UP TO $1 ,000 IN JUST ONE
WEEKI For your fraternity,
soror1ty & club. Plus $1 ,000 for
yourself! And a FREET-SHIRT
just for catnng. 1-800-9320528, ext. 75.
CLUBS !
STUDENT
GROUPS! Raise up to $500·
$1600 In less than a week.
Pluswlnatripto MTVSPRING
BREAK'94andgeta FREET·
SHIRT just for calling. 1·800·
950-1039, ext. 65.

• EXTRA INCOME '93* Earn
$.200-$500 weekly mailing
1993 Travel brochures. For
more lnfonnatlon send a self
addressed stafll)8d envelope
to: Travel Inc. P.O. Box2370,
Haleah, FL 33017-2370.

FOR SALE
BEST DEAL AROUND!
Aquariums; 30 gallon $90, 15
gallon $45, 10 gallon $30, 10
gallon for reptile $20 (with
everything you needI). STING
tapes $2 a plece.Call 762·
6154.
Chalrs,$10each;recordplayers, typewriters, Tandy Color
Computers. Call759-1000.

NOTICES
Fraternities and Soror1tles: Call
about our special pr1oes on
composites. dances and other
events. Allison Photography.
ask for Lance at 753-8809.
The MSU Lesbian and Gay
Student Organization· a group
for gays,lesblans and their
friends. WeetUy meetings and
ot.herevents. Formorelrlforma·
tlon call 762-4723 or write
campus box 2454 Unlvef'llty
Station, Murray.
Heard of the Star Trek Club?
Well, why not fonn the Beavis
and Butt-Head club?IAII you
have to do Is elect officers and
set a meeting. If Interested why
not take your own Initiative to
get this Idea rolling. That would
be llke..uh.. cool.

,
The MU rray State NewS
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline...... Friday 2 p.m.
Hours: Monday and Wednesday 1-3 p.m.,
Friday 8:3Q-10:15 a.m.,Tuesday
and Thursday 2-4 p.m. Closed on weekends and
holidays.

RATES
With MSU ID: 15¢ per word
Without MSU ID: 20~ per word
Over TWenty Words
Wrth MSU ID: 10¢ per word
Without MSU ID: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.
Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

Classlfleds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Congratulations to
,
"

[1J cvr

Bren
. LA...IIJ""-•

the Sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi

'

HOW TO UNLOAD

YOUR

AM ERA

Needing Cash? Unload your camera
or some other item through
1be Murray State News' Classified Section.
We can help you develop your unwanted
items into cash.
Stop by today!

111Wilson Hall

INDEX
PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES

l'<lR RENT
l'<lR SALE
HaPWAHTED
LOST&FOUND

RIDES
MISC ..
NOTICE
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RECYCLING

ADVERJISE ia TID M

MSU Recycles

Continued from Page 1
and lined or colored notebook
paper.
The blue receptacles, which
will continue to be used, are
for high quality white paper
su ch as letterhead paper,
typing paper, photocopies and
m e mos.
"We are running out of
pl aces to put garbage," West
s aid. "We are totally a
throw-a way society."
When enough recyclable
puper accumulates, West
sa id the material will be
hauled
to
Lexington's
H.egional Recycling Center.
U niversity
officials,
h o w ever ;
h ave
been
finalizing foundation plans
th is week and preparing to
construct a campus recycling
faci lity near the intersection
of N. 16th Street and Hwy. 121
bypass.
Harper said facilities
management employees will
begin constructing a prefabricated steel building
near the end of the semester
whi ch will serve as the
r ecycling center.
rrhe
purchase
of a
s hr edder/bailer will enable
th e University recycling
center to perform its primary
function : to shred newspaper
to be used at the University
f a rm
as
bedding for
a nimals .
In addition, Harper said he
hope s the purchase of a
vertical press can be made so
t h e University can crush
metal and aluminum cans.
Pnor
to
1991,
the
University took 1,100 tons of
material to the landfill,
t1ccording to West.
During the 1991-92 fiscal
year, MSU recycled 77,000
lbs. of white paper, 17,000 lbs.
of computer paper and 2,300
lbs. of aluminum cans.

LEADERS
Continued from Page 1
th <~ search committee and the
doc i s ion
not
to
add
additional members.
" I think the body who fires
th e president should be the
bo d y
who
hires
the
president," he said.
F rank also said the search
sho uld be kept within the
r egion and should not
involve the help of a
con sultant.
Bi ll O'Brien , past president
or the Alumni Assoc iation,
snid it is the responsibility of
the president to make sure a
degree from Murray State
co ntinues to increase in
va lue .
" Degre es from Murray
Stat e have to compete in a
global economy," he said. '1f
that degree becomes obsolete,
what do we replace it with or
do we even replace it?"
Glenn Doran, member of
t he Foundation, said the
president needs to get funds

SEARCH
Continued from Page 1
look towards the con sultant
fo r guidance and advice, but
th e committee would make
a ll of the decisions.
'' We will be involved in
every a spect of the search ,"
Ensley said.
Easley said the committee
wi ll probably decide next
week if they will use a
co nsulting firm and who it
will be if they do.

September 24, 1993

MSU has started a recycling program on campus with a number
of receptacles placed at varous sites throughout the campus.
MSU recycled the following in 1991-92: ;
Blue receptacles
are for high quality
white paper, such as
letterhead, typing, &
photocopied paper.

2,300 lbs
white paper

computer paper

Red receptacles
are for mixed which Is
anything other than
magazines, newspaper, high quality office
paper, & envelopes
with windows.

aluminum cane

Graphic by NOLAN I. PATTON

Source: PHYSICAL PLANT

is certain the county would
not be turned away if it
showed interest in becoming
a member of the group.
"In the future we would
encourage Callowa.Y County
because of the expertise MSU
would have (with the '
program)," McKinney said.
Senior Stephanie Hunt,
nursing major from Marion,
said she will use the red
recycling cans on campus,
and she thinks the addition
of the extra receptacles is a
good
idea.
She
said
recycling is important to her,
but she does not recycle much
at home because of the Jack of
a recycling center.
Angela Drennan, senior
English major from Cadiz,
said she does not recycle at
home because she does not
know where to take the
tnaterials.
Drennan said recycling is
important because it helps
preserve the Earth and saves
a substantial amount of
United States dollars. She
said she will continue to
recycle while on campus
idea.

The
University
is
currently
required
to
purchase paper with certain
amounts of recycled stock in
it, West said.
Regional markets are
available for aluminium
cans and paper, but they are
not available for glass or
plastic, according to West.
However ,
when
the
Regional Recycling Center
near
Eddyville
begins
collection 1n November, the
Univer s ity wi 11 have n
market for those items.
The Center, which will be
housed nt the Wes t Kentucky
Correctional Complex, will
collect s teel and aluminum
cans , newspaper, paper,
glass, cardboard and some
plastic materials.
Terry
McKinney,
chairman of the Regional
Recycling
Board,
said
Calloway County was not an
initial member of the sixcounty coalition engaged in
starting the Genter.
He did say, however, that
Calloway County has shown
interest in the Center, and he
from private sources.
"There seems to be a trend
in the state to shirk its duty to
higher education," he said.
Donna Herndon, director
of the Family Resource
Center at East CalJoway
County Elementary, said the
University needs someone
who really cares about people,
"The person· who leads us
needs to be able to inspire
faculty and staff to put aside
petty
concerns
and
concentrate on the students,"
she said. "Pay becomes an
issue only when basic needs
are not met.
"We need someone who
can inspire the alumni to
give even when they don't
have much to give . We need
basic human decency in our
leadership. "
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campus of Murray State.
"This campus backbone
will have the potential to link
the entire campus together, "
he said.
Pending state approval,
Fitzgibbon said if the project
is started in 1994, it could be
finished by 1996 or 1997.
"Murray State has a
reputation in the region and
in the s tate for being
progressive in information
technology," Kassing said.
"We think this reputation
will exude favorably on the
University as we move
through the s tage s of
approval. "

needs to be a good manager."
Joe Hedges, director of the
Murray State news bureau,
said the University needs
someone who can build
confidence and morale.
"They can 't stay in Wells
Hall and be receptive," he
said.
Jerry Hol1ey, of building
services, said the president
should take the time to speak
with everyone.
"A kind word goes a long
way," he said. "When you're
working hard, cleaning a
building, it would be nice if
someone stopped to talk to
you. "
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Amber Cunningham
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MSU

• Roast Chicken, Cheddar
Cheese, Green Pepper, ~
Onion, Southwestern
Sauce served on a
c:, :>
Multigrain Bun.
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